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1. I just learned that the comin gs, section is using their equipment at
100 watts output to train personnel other that' ours. At the present time
transmissions are being made to C::	 who is training a student in
New York.

2. When I agreed to stick my neck out to alleviate a situation which
was not critical to begin with; it was with the understanding, and agreement
of 	 J,p and me that 100 watts would be used for only DCS
cilasses. This Was done beoause of my comlittments to the Post Signal Officer.
wherein I agreed to call him in advance at each such broadcast to give him
the duration and frequencies of each transmission. I also told him we would.
use 100 watts on a periodic basis on ly- These provisions were made known
to you. C,

3. The following is not addressed to you-it is damned disgusting to
know that there are those within the Agency who have such little regard for
the career of an Army officer. When I said earlier, - III agreed to stick my
neck out", I was not merely using a cliche--I used it ii its literal sense.
As far as the Post Commander of Fort Meade is concerned, I am the Commandant
of TTEG and I alone am responsible for whatever this unit does or fails to do.

4. CT mare importance to the Agency is the fact that these transmissions
could cause TTEG to be restricted from future coma* training and operations
regardless of power output. Another fact to be considered is that the Post
Signal Officer is also responsible for the telephone system. If he had cause
to be unhappy with TTEG, I have no doubt that we would lose our privilege of
letting the studdnts place long-distance phone calls from here.

5. One unfortunate condition which exists in this area is the fact that
I can exercise no control whatsoever in commo operations. I do not have the
background or knowledge to know whether cameo is on the air or not. They
could tell me they are not broadcasting and show me their equipment, but still
be broadcasting on something else without my knowledge.

6. I found out about this when IpoirAil-ArC2: 	 ==] were around.
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